**PROJECT PURPOSE:**

This bridge requires maintenance both above and below the walking surface and intermittent closure of parts or all of the bridge will be necessary to safely perform the work.

The walking surface will be improved as a result of the work and necessary maintenance performed for long-term viability of the bridge including painting, protective coatings and cleaning.

Notice: Bridge may be reduced to a narrow walking lane and will remain open as much as possible during the project. Bridge will close when necessary for safe repairs.

---

**ALTERNATE ROUTE:** along accessible ramp to sidewalk below

**PROJECT WITHDRAWN: EAGLE ROW PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE DETOURS**

**EFFECTIVE DATES:** OCTOBER 4 (4:00 PM) to OCTOBER 9 (6:00 PM)

Notice: Bridge may be reduced to a narrow walking lane and will remain open as much as possible during the project. Bridge will close when necessary for safe repairs.

For queries contact: Project Manager
Terry Bozeman
404-210-6868